Introduction. The question of ergodicity of a semigroup of bounded linear operators on a Banach space has been reduced, by Alaoglu and Birkhoff [l],1 Day [2, 3] , and Eberlein [4] , to the study firstly of the ergodicity of the semigroup itself and secondly, of the ergodicity of each element of the Banach space with respect to this ergodic semigroup. In the case of a bounded and commutative semigroup operating on a reflexive Banach space, the ergodicity has been established [2, Corollary 6] , [4, Corollary 5.1, Theorem 5.5]. For noncommutative semigroups, Alaoglu and Birkhoff have proved ergodicity by restricting the Banach space [l, Theorem 6] . A general discussion of the noncommutative case is given by Day [3] . The following is an attempt to prove ergodicity, in the strong topology, for a certain noncommutative case, where we use a weakened form of the commutative law. Our method uses a fixed point theorem of Kakutani [S] , and a theorem about the group of cluster points of a directed subsemigroup, which we have developed elsewhere [ó] .
It should be observed, however, that the theorem which is proved here, though being similar to, is not a generalization of the results mentioned above. In fact it is apparently independent of them, because we postulate here a compactness in the strong topology of operators; whereas in the analogous theorems of Day and Eberlein, a kind of weak compactness is used, by considering bounded semigroups acting on reflexive spaces, a natural legacy from the study of Hubert space. However our theorem is a generalization of a theorem of Yosida [7, Theorem 2] , Preliminary theorems.
In this section we prove a theorem in a slightly more general form than we shall require. We need the following notions. A linear space over the field of complex numbers is a linear topological space [8] if it has a separated topology [13] , which is such that all operations are continuous.
More precisely, there is a fundamental system of neighborhoods of the zero element { Fa|aGA}, with the following properties: (1) The intersection of all Va is the zero element. We shall use a fixed point theorem of Kakutani [5] which appears in the literature without proof. With the permission of the author we reproduce the proof here, for the sake of completeness. This proof makes use of Maak's Lemma [12] which we quote here. Theorem 1 (Maak) . // the set M is partitioned into n subsets in two different ways, M = Ai\J ■ ■ • {UAn = BiVJ ■ ■ ■ W7J", so that any r of the Ai s contain at most r of the B/s, then there is a common representative system. That is, the subscripts may be reordered in such a way that AiC\Bi9i0, i=l, • ■ • , n. Theorem 2 (Kakutani) .
LetJ/^be a locally convex linear topological space. Let B be a compact, convex subset of £, and let i> be any set of linear (more generally affine) congruent transformations of £ into itself, each of which takes 35 onto itself. Then there is an element ££35 which is such that 4>p = p for all <f>E$.
Proof. We may assume that all { Fa|a£A} are convex neighborhoods and that Va = -Va. Since <B is compact, then for each a£A we may find a finite set bu • ■ ■ , ¿»"£35 such that 35 is contained in
where Va(b) = Va + b. We may suppose also that n is chosen so that it is minimal. Then because <p is congruent, we have
Then because of the choice of n, none of these sets is vacuous. We thus have two partitions AiU ■ ■ ■ \JAn = BiU ■ ■ ■ W5" = iB which satisfy the postulates of Theorem 1. In fact, if there are r of the ,4's which contain r+1 of the B's, then replacing these B's by the .4's which contain them, we are led to a covering of <B with n -1 elements, contradicting the choice of n. Thus using the conclusions of Theorem 1, it is possible to reorder the set bi,
Thus to each a we associate a point aa independently of </>, which is moved a small distance by <p. This directed set {aa\ a£A}, being in a compact space, will have at least one cluster point [14] . Call it p. We prove that <j>p = p. In fact, given ßEA, we may find a>ß such that aaE Vßip), whence <paaE Vßicbp). Thus <t>p -p = <j>p -<j>aa + <j>aa -aa + aa -p EVß+ 2Vß +VßQ 4Vß.
But since ß was arbitrary, this proves that <pp = p.
Theorem 3. Let £ be a boundedly complete, locally convex, linear topological space, which is also an abstract algebra, where the new operation satisfies the conditions (1) if id is a totally bounded subset of £, then given a£A we may find ßEA such that zAVßQ Va, and (2) If A is an element of £ then given a£A we may find ßEA such that V0AQVa.
Let Q be a totally bounded, multiplicative group in £, then there is an element ¿>£Cl(con Ç) ithe closed convex set generated by Ç) which is such that gp = p = pg for all gEQ, and p2 = p. is a bounded fundamental directed set in j£, then for a fixed gEÇ, Ly(g) is a fundamental directed set in £, which is bounded, the same bound serving for all g. But £ is boundedly complete, so there is an element Lx(g) in £ such that Ly(g)-*Lx(g) in £. The function Lx thus defined on Ç to £ is bounded because Ly(g) is bounded uniformly with respect to y and g. Finally Lx is constructed so that Ly-*LX in «£.
Let <ba be the transformation of =£ into itself, defined by (<paL)g = L(ag). The set {<pa\ a£C7J will be denoted by 4>. Each <ba is a linear, congruent transformation of ^ into itself. Let / be the function in .£ which is such that 1(g) = g (the identity). It is certainly bounded because Ç is totally bounded [10, Theorem 10].
Put 35 = Cl(con (<£/)), so that 33 is the closed, convex set in Jĝ enerated by the set of all left translates of the function /. We shall prove that 33 is compact. To do this it is sufficient to establish that the set $>/ is totally bounded in J^, for then [10, Theorems 10, 11, 12] Cl(con (<!>/)) is totally bounded and bounded, and therefore as a closed bounded subset of a boundedly complete space, it is complete. But a totally bounded, complete uniform space is compact [13, p. 
111].
Thus we have to show that for any given a£A, we may find a finite set ai, ■ ■ ■ , anEÇ such that to any aEÇ, there is an a¡, QVa.
(<¿>a'L)g = L(ga), *'= {4>á\aEG} and B' = Cl(con (*'/)). The closed, convex set <B' will be compact if the set <£'/ is totally bounded, and this is the case if given a£A we may find Oi, ■ • • , anEÇ so that for any aEÇ, ga -ga¡E Va for some a,-and all g. But this is easier to establish than the previous case because, choosing Vß so that
CVßQVc and then oi, • ■ • , o, so that ÇQ[)Jl1 [as+ Vß], then for any given aEÇ we may find an a¡, 1 ^jSn, so that ga -gajEgVß QVa.
We now observe that 4>acB = cB and <ba'<B' = <B' for all aEÇ because 0o[<fr>7] =<t>baIEcB and therefore #" con ($7) C<B. Since <£" is congruent and therefore continuous, 0aiBCI<B=0a-i0a<BC<£o|B. Similarly with <B'.
We now have all the hypotheses of Theorem 2, which we apply first to 33 to obtain a function PE'B such that <paP = P for all aEÇ-That is, P(ag)=P(g), which proves that P(g) is a constant, which we shall denote by p. Also ¿>£Cl(con Ç). Since P is in (B, then ftq na P = Pig) = hm X) Aa,naa,"s, X"," ^ 0, 2 x°.» = !> a n=l n=l uniformly in g, whence using hypothesis (2) p = Pig) = P(ga) = ¿a, for all a £G.
Similarly, applying the theorem to & and <p', we obtain a p' in Cl(con Ç) so that p' = ap' for all aEÇ. Taking the directed limit of convex sums gives us that p = pp'=p', so that pg = p = gp for all gEÇ, and p2 = p.
Ergodicity. We apply the results of the previous section to obtain an ergodic theorem. Let £ be the set of linear bounded operators acting on a Banach space X, in the strong topology of operators. That is, if we put a= {xi, • • ■ , x"; e}, Xi, • • -, x"EXand e>0, and denote the set of all a by A, then if we write Va= {T\ TE £, \Txí\ <e, i= 1, ••• ,n},2 the family { Fa|aGA} is a fundamental system of convex neighborhoods of the zero operator in the strong topology.
It is easy to verify that £ is a locally convex, linear topological space. Also £ is boundedly complete, because if {!rT|7Er} is a bounded fundamental directed set in £, then by the principle of uniform boundedness [15, Theorem 2.12.2] there is an M>0 such
We use the notation for the norm in a Banach space.
that | Ty\ =:M for all 7£T. But { Tyx\yET} is a fundamental directed set in X which is complete, so we may find T"x so that Tyx -»7\<,x in X. It is a routine matter to verify that Ta is a linear operator, | r«, | ^M, and Ty-*Tn in £.
We know also that £ is an abstract algebra satisfying the postulates (1) and (2) We shall adopt the following definitions due to Eberlein [4] . If we order the semigroup S by saying that Si > S2 whenever there is an S3 such that Si = S2S3, then S is a directed set and Ç is its collection of cluster points. Theorem 6. Let S be a totally bounded multiplicative semigroup in £, which satisfies the pseudo-commutative laws (i) and (ii) of Theorem 4, then S is an ergodic semigroup and every element of X is ergodic.
Proof. We first show that § is a topological semigroup. Let A and B be elements of S-We may choose directed sets {^4a[o:£A} and {Ba\aEA} in S, so that AaEA + Va and BaEB+Va. Then, {AaBa\aEA} is a directed set in S which converges to AB because,
given Vy, we may choose Vß so that S VßQVy/2, and VßBQVy/2.
Then for a >ß we have that AaBa -AB = AaBa -AaB + AaB -AB EAaVa+ VaB Ç iVy + Vy)/2 ÇZ Vy.
The set S is therefore a topological semigroup. The semigroup S is compact because it is a totally bounded closed set in a boundedly complete topological linear space. By Theorem 4, the set Ç= flsgg C1(SS ) is a topological group. By Theorem 3 and because ÇQS , there is an operator P E Cl(con Ç) such that PG = P = GP for all GEÇ. Then by Theorem 5, if SES and GEÇ, then SG and GS are in Ç and SP = S(GP) = (SG)P = P = P(GS) = (PG)S = PS.
We may therefore put P = Ty for all y and we obtain a trivial directed set, satisfying the conditions required in order that S should be an ergodic semigroup.
Finally if xEX, then y=PxECl((con S)x) and Sy = SPx=Px=y for all SES i so we have also that every element of X is ergodic.
We may even say a little more about the operator P, as in the following theorem.
Theorem 7. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 6, the following statements are equivalent.
(1) PEÇ (2) P = E, the identity of Ç.
(3) Ç consists of one element. (4) 7/S is directed by saying that Si>S2 whenever Si =S2S3, then § converges in £.
(5) The directed set S converges in £toE = P.
Proof. (1) implies (2), because P2 = P and a group can have only one idempotent element which is the identity.
(2) implies (3), because G = EG=PG = P = E for all G EC-(3) implies (4), because the directed set S in the compact space § has a unique cluster point E, so that it converges to E.
(4) implies (5), because if the directed set S converges, then from the definition of Ç its limit is E and Ç reduces to one element E.
ThusPEClfcon Ç)=E. 
